Market Pulse

You
Cutting Corners?
Home Are
Prices
Rise
While short cuts may save you lots of money upfront, in the end that approach
often just leads to some lost opportunities.

I

ntegrated Asset Services, a provider of default
management and residential collateral valuations, has
released the latest IAS360 House Price Index (HPI).
Based upon the data available in the industry, the index
gained 4.0% across the third quarter of 2011. The jump
in this benchmark for housing prices follows a 2% gain in
the second quarter.
According to IAS data, all four of the nation’s census
regions registered gains for the three-month period. The
South, following a solid 3.1% jump in the second quarter,
added another 4.2% for the third, with the Midwest and
Northeast regions gaining 4.4% and 3.8% respectively.
The West, meanwhile, far and away the hardest-hit of the
four areas, managed a modest 0.3% rise.
With the second straight positive quarter, U.S. house
prices as measured by the IAS360 HPI are now up 0.4%
for 2011 and off 0.6% for the last 12 months. The big
benchmark is still down 22.7% from its high-water mark
set first-quarter 2007.
“I did a double-take when I saw the numbers,” said
Paul Sveen, chief executive officer of Integrated Asset
Services, provider of the IAS360. “The markets continue
to act as though we’ve seen a bottom and buyers should
be encouraged to go out and buy. Based on market volume
and demographics of homebuyers during the 3rd quarter,
there is a clear disconnect between the pricing indexes
and real market strength. A large volume of distressed
property still overhangs the market and it continues to
hold most markets hostage.”
While the number of distressed sales, which have been
estimated to account for one-third of home sales in 2010,
has been expected to rise, foreclosures were reportedly
down seven percent from June to July, and down 39 percent
from last July. So-called robo-signer litigation appears to
be a major factor discouraging eviction proceedings.
According to Sveen, the resulting false reading on the
housing market is really no reading at all.
“The action of the IAS360 over the last two quarters
seems to be a calm before the storm,” says Mr. Sveen.
“The reality is, lenders, for any number of reasons, are
increasingly unable to pursue foreclosure. That means
fewer foreclosure properties are coming to market and
prices are not truly reflecting the residential housing
market. The absence of distressed sales, in other words, is
artificially keeping prices from falling.”
The price change reported is the end result of thousands
of local transactions. ❖
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